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Editor’s foreword

Bog soda for a dark horse (2019).

Negative meta induction is a reminder of agility of all knowledge.

Fens in streams make the prey
arrogant.

Oh cherie, that wraparound, 
your security blanket,  has started to fray, flay.

A disobedient bacterial daughter is an infection, a threat or a heretic,
arrived here, 

upsetting metabolism,
she.

The world has already ended! - all smiles, warmly.

What you are living is a wordlessness, where “you” is not here
but

spreading.
Percolated, event and a process, 

a witch’s brew,
Yes you too.

The boundary’s scent
excretes GPS. 

Peering through 
the circle you drew around yourself: 

I see you. 

And when our eyes finally meet, 
you’ll know that too,

Yes you too.

Glory!

Now the beginning can start, anew.
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Alan Segal 

Editing Disappointment

Alan is Buenos-Aires based artist whose work has been shown inter-
nationally. His video "An Interrupted Investigation of R" is screening 
on Nacre Journal online.

Q: In our preliminary conversation you had said that being an artist 
is a disruptive way to be. “Disruptive” opens in both directions: to-
wards the surrounding, disrupting it, and towards you as the person 
that is the artist, being disrupted. (I am kind of queasy from all the 
related words: art practice, art, artist, career, etc, but I am trying to 
power through it.) Both you and I have in common that art is a turn 
of a spiral: a way a continuing in a certain direction but at a new 
wavelength, outgrowth of an old career and simultaneously a new 
career entirely; or if career as vocabulary is too archaic or profession-
alized - a new way of working or making, or even of living. Could 
you expand here on your past projects and your choice  to change 
or recalibrate, below.

A: I think I was immersed in the task of planning my year when we 
spoke earlier in January, or at least thinking about it. That quickly 
sketched out mental schedule allowed me to understand that 
during the year I would have to navigate different spaces: commer-
cial, institutional and informal ones, and I would always find my 

practice (and maybe myself) to be slightly off-key in each of those 
contexts. This need for constant adjustment to a misalignment can 
be considered as the first degree of disruption of the practice. Art as 
a human activity sphere, has not been clearly defined by any one 
culture to date, so it’s singular objective is impossible to summa-
rize. In a way, art is a predictable and perhaps, needed, degree of 
disruption to the everyday flow. However, there is another level, 
where the mapping out of financial trail and metabolism associat-
ed with the circulation of art that raised certain anguish in me. The 
participation in the function of this metabolism involves changes in 
the diet, sleeping habits, re-adjusting economic resources, housing 
conditions and languages.

The idea of transition seems to be entirely present in my experience 
as an artist — transition from one state to another. Or perhaps the 
need to cross critical thresholds which leads one to a state of sta-
bility that is not necessarily final. Perhaps other ways of describing 
this process can also be found through assimilation or camouflage. 
But in the background, the precarious and the provisional hold a 
central part of that experience. An artist, to me, is a subject capable 
of changing, or rather, it is a subject that deliberately and repeated-
ly submits to these processes of change through fascination with 
something that can exist in different states or can be present at dif-
ferent levels.

Q: You expressed a concern over continued silencing on topics of 
wealth and resources of the people partaking in the art and culture 
and proposed that it would be interesting to create a map of artist 
resources (who had what when they began their art practice - I would 
add citizenship and working visas to this equation). Many films from 
the Argentine New Wave you took part in as editor are not only con-
tinuing eurocentric traditions as you have outlined to me, but also in 

my opinion continue the eroticize the narratives of Bourgeois ennui. 
I would be very interested in hearing of how you see the film and art 
scene in BA and what you think is happening there now and what 
you wish to see change or gain a momentum.

A: Here I think it is important to consider the specifics of post-co-
lonial conditions of Argentina. Post -colonialism as a term seems to 
primarily include discussions on decolonizing of African and Asian 
colonies, and South America it is only tangentially addressed there. 
Maybe that’s one of the reasons why the perception around this part 
of the world is always flattened into the vague concept of the Global 
South.

Argentina represents a particular case. Intellectuals from the post-in-
dependence period regarded Argentina, and specifically Buenos Ai-
res, as the embodiment of European civilization in a predominantly 
barbarous Spanish American environment. This idea, or this identity 
program, penetrated deeply into the social and cultural fabric. It is 
some weird type of never-healing wound. In a voluntary or non-vol-
untary way, with nostalgia or regret, ideas and behaviors structured 
around this European fantasy can easily emerge or still be present in 
the cultural production of Argentina (especially the ones that come 
from Buenos Aires). All these productions take place in an intermit-
tent stream or process of post-occidentalism. Despite the fact that I 
edited some of the (ed. Argentine New Wave) films, I prefer to con-
tinue considering myself as a satellite or peripheral figure of that 
scene: a position that I actively tried to build.

Kékszakállú (Gastón Solnicki, 2016), the film I edited in 2016,ex-
plores the architecture of leisure and the economic structures that 
make that leisure possible. I believe that one of Gastón’s more 
valuable gestures is to reveal that shameful nature and origin of the 
money trail and its class condition. While this apparently class in-
dolence is eroticized, it is also a way to construct an image that pre-
cedes something terrible; this type of wealth cannot be unbound 
from the family traumas.

Q: Your practice is what I would describe as restrained: your insta-
gram account is a research place and an extension of your practice 
rather than what it is for many, in North America in particular, a sort 
of marketing tool. Although showing snippets of research can be a 
type of marketing tool too. What I’m interested in is: why do you 
never give credit on it? I am always trying to find out what IT IS you 
just posted! 

A: An early mistake occupies a prominent place here. For one of my 
first posts (the second one to be more precise), I made a montage 
of two movies. I used the audio of a scene from “Indecent Proposal”  
(Adrian Lyne, 1993) where Woody Harrelson’s character gives an 
inspiring architectural class. He repeats like a mantra “Even a brick 
wants to be something” while he shows a series of slides on em-
blematic and monumental architectural works, in a clear positivist 
progression. The images are from “Zum Vergleich” (Harun Farocki, 
2009) where different traditions of brick production around the 
world are exposed in an austere but efficient way to show social dif-
ferences, which are also economic, technological, cultural and polit-
ical. Both films are uncredited in that post. Of course, this saturation 

of content and over-laboring did nothing but reveal my ignorance, 
my total neophyte condition using the Instagram.
Eventually, through my Instagram account, I found a place for a hab-
it that preceded its existence; watching movies, not in a video player 
but in the editing software itself. This usage allows me to separate, 
collect and save images or sequences that are relevant to current 
researches. Or to keep images that generates the desire for specific 
selection and archiving. A routine that is very similar to highlight a 
book.By making these excerpts public, I’m able to explore two tones 
or ways that I felt I wanted to study in my work: the so-called forces 
of sensuality and disappointment. The absence of credits allows me 
to create some dissatisfaction at the time of consumption of these 
images, not only because they do not satisfy a certain curiosity, 
but because they also return to their purpose of being slightly dis-
orienting, or at least unclear. It also allows for creating a space of 
indeterminacy between images from commercials, movies, video 
installations, etc. Something that I frequently explore in my practice.

I’d like to highlight that in order to release the forces of disappoint-
ment, there also a component of laziness in the absence of credits. 
I don’t like typing on my phone, mainly because the capitalization 
and the inclusion of signs and glyph are programmed in a very un-
comfortable/inconvenient way and it also can be very demanding 
of the cervical.

Q. How does your research and archiving or reference accumulation 
methods continues or transforms into a language/vocabulary (if you 
have one), in your work? I am personally drawn to your work be-
cause of its pace - slowed. How does it feel to you?

A: Editing is a highly manipulative practice; it is related to admin-
istering/dosing information, tensions and time. At the same time, 
it is a task that implies active speculation about the expectations 
and attention of the viewer. This speculation has to do with antici-
pating reactions or creating the conditions for a particular response. 
Depending on what I surmise as the objectives that I start from in a 
work, I sometimes choose to defraud or satisfy these expectations.

In “An interrupted Investigation of R” (2017), the editing becomes 
the primary tool to shape the emotional tone of the piece. I was inter-
ested in achieving through time management the psychic tempera-
ture of loneliness and sadness, which were a needed counterpoint 
to an epistemological intrigue that I was in process of devising in 
this work. On the contrary, in my work “Internacia Lingvo” (2017) my 
goal was to generate a dehumanized pace, an odd rhythm through 
the imposition of a structure that precedes the template. In “Key, 
Washer, Coin” (2018) the editing alternates between disappoint-
ment of expectation and sensual modes, overlapped with the tropes 
of commercial editing and its immediate satisfaction strategies with 
the collateral result of solemnly austere technical expression.

I received strict training as a narrative editor where the dramatic con-
flict and the preservation of the diegesis were the two main pillars 
of the editing method I had learned. Over time, I allowed myself 
to distrust these hegemonic conventions and to develop my own 
editorial language in which the modulation of the explicitness of 
manipulation is the essential factor.
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After being exposed to a tool for a long time, some experience 
coagulates in the form of balance. One of these solidified ideas is 
that the editing function is instrumental in simulating control, or 
in rendering objectivity or a pantomime of order.The simulation of 
a system (the suggestion of an inner logic that I had learned as a 
narrative editor) involves the same amount of work as design of a 
new system. However, the first task is burdened with dishonesty. I 
am interested in exploring editing as a device for administering the 
oscillation between fraudulent materials and notion of innocence 
within the same piece.

Q. Your work looks at the details, macro, it’s way of looking is zoom, 
cropping. How do you see it? 

A: These zoom or cropping choices have to do with my interest in 
the dosing of information (again). For example, when framing, I ap-
proach a scene with the purpose of removing from the image what 
is not necessary, cleaning the noise from the signal. The limits of the 
frame (borders) are more active elements than the position of the 
camera (distance) in relation to the objects in my work. This is a cold 
and detached method that helped me to create a certain analytical 
tone. I am currently interested in inverting the charge of the bino-
mial “frame borders/distance” which the proximity will command. 
Using your words, it would be a macro approach instead of a zoom 
(from a distance) or crop (a posteriori) ones. I would like to know 
what would happen if the same method are approached in a more 
warm and filthy way.

Q. As far as substrates - I am interested in persisting focus of some 
(particularly art film) festivals on showing “film only” as in celluloid. 
What is your position in regards to film vs. digital way of working, 
how do you direct your workflow in choosing your moving image 
materiality, format, etc?

A: I’m not particularly attached to any process. My early choice of 
digital was a matter of access in the first place. Film (and all the pro-
cesses that it involves) can be much more expensive and prohibitive 
in Argentina. The limits imposed by the conditions of production are 
a structure that I like to understand as a potential substitute for the 
script. I also chose to understand working digitally as a given, an 
external decision that I felt was futile to challenge and at the same 
time the ubiquity and accessibility of it helped me to avoid fetishiz-
ing the medium I was working within. Problems and obstacles make 
the language expand. I am starting a project with the Chilean artist 
Pilar Quinteros for which we decided to work in 16 mm. It will be 
my first time working with film. Although I have formal expectations 
and logistical concerns, what interests me most is the possibility of 
creating a piece where the date of its provenance is difficult to read. 
For this project the quality gained by the use of historical technolo-
gies will allow us to create a field of indistinction between the time-
lines. The resulting timeline confusion as related to the date when 
the piece is being produced is useful to our forthcoming project as a 
some kind collapse of the perception of time.

Q. You had voiced to me a concern that at times you feel that hav-
ing a sort of private language and a visual vocabulary that is your 
own, is a form of reticence, and you fear it could appear obtuse or 

be misread as a refusal to be legible. Though legibility is impossible 
to forecast  unless we resort to formulas (and many filmmakers do). 
I would like to hear your take on opacity and clarity, as you consider 
these polarities or nuances.

A: I believe that this concern had surfaced (or at least was accentu-
ated) when I began to show my work in North American context. I 
remember an early studio visit where the word “generosity” played 
a key and pivotal role in the discussion of my work. I found the use of 
that word, which referred to a specific way of communicating, some-
what strange. But then I discovered that it was a fairly commonly 
used term, which is quite symptomatic and descriptive of that partic-
ular locale’s artistic scene. It re-enforces a specific way the generosity 
is associated with, for example, narrative arch, and is expected from  
someone working with a moving image. The modulation of this 
generosity through video elements is something that I am interest-
ed in devising with a great deal of attention. These modulation that 
I make always have an air of a prototype, since their effectiveness is 
difficult to measure. 

In the comments track to his film Three Women, Robert Altman ex-
poses his strategy, or at least the one he used in the 70s. According 
to him, it is important to give the public an early element to hold on 
to, a familiar narrative, a conventional piece of information, only to 
mislead them later. This simple move frees him to make weird and 
unexpected decision for the rest of the film, meandering and free 
of plot. He has described it as a way to satisfy some initial anxiety 
of the viewer. 

Of course, this trickery makes much more sense in the context of 
a practice environment when it is even more linked to the enter-
tainment market, where the commercial aspect of it is even more 
explicit. When my projects work with polarities of saturating the in-
formational output or on flip side, exaggerating the image’s reticent 
economy of expression, I need to remember to ask myself if am I 
providing a crack to enter into either of these modes of expression.

Q. Michael Bell Smith is someone’s whose work I thought of when 
watching your latest video - Washer Coin, though to me the works 
are clearly made by people with distinctly different histories. How 
do you see your own and MBS approach to topic of “ways of seeing”  
filtering, special effects, image construction and modification? What 
is your position on adding to image flow as an artist?

A: I think that with Michael Bell-Smith we mainly share the tool or 
the scope of work: the computer. This tool like any other, takes part 
in our practices, and provides metaphorical models or at least a vo-
cabulary and a set of images that slip into the conceptual discourse, 
one we elaborate on in each of our works. An important contribution 
of this tool was in helping (ed. contemporary filmmakers and artists) 
to establish the nonlinear nature of the construction of images and 
meaning. From modal to non-modal interfaces, to editing programs 
and, of course, to image manipulation, vertical and simultaneous 
production techniques became increasingly present.

In “Key, washer, coin” (2018) new layers of images (filters) are 
added over a sequence and, the same happens to the sound. It is 

a project that grew out of curiosity about the relationship between 
language and transactions. That’s why it was critical to analyze com-
mercial images and language management processes at the same 
time. Advertisement shorts, graphic design pieces, marketing texts 
are rarely mistaken as art. That is due to a congenital wound: those 
forms can not cover up their commercial nature, the evident and 
immediate presence of the money.

There is an important difference between the work of MBS and my 
work: we pay attention to different spaces of image production. 
While in Michael Belle-Smith’s work there is a particular focus on 
what he calls “internet folk art”, my work observes in detail the 
functioning of various production spaces linked to the technical, 
scientific and commercial image production. We could use a mar-
ket terminology here to clarify this comparison: images produced 
by the consumer/prosumer sector versus the images created by the 
professional sector. I am not outlining this as any kind of hierarchy, 
but our research interests simply take different cultural material as 
their departure point. 

Q: What are you reading now?

As part of a new project I am re-reading “The Embedding” a novel 
by Ian Watson that I discovered by chance. With a reading group 
that never manages to get together, we are reading “Intelligence 
and Spirit” by Reza Negarestani. Finally, I made some progress with 
“Programmed Visions. Software and Memory” by Wendy Hui Kyong 
Chun, that laid untouched next to my bed for several months.

All images used in this interview: Alan Segal.

Q: What does your day look like tomorrow?

A: Like this:

Or

Or



Slavs and Tatars
All images used in this interview:  Movaland, 2019, Slavs and Tatars. 

 Interview by Katy Ruskevich. 
 Translated by Anastasia Kolas.

Slavs and Tatars’ exhibition “Movaland” opened at Y Gallery of Con-
temporary Art in Minsk on February 21, 2019. The collective’s work 
can be divided into three main activities – publishing, exhibitions 
and lectures, with a focus on the cultural, historical, social and het-
erogeneous space east of the Berlin Wall and west of the Great Wall 
of China. We sat down for a talk with one of the members of the 
group. The day before the opening, Slavs and Tatars presented a lec-
ture “Transliterative Tease”,  about phonemes, graphemes, transliter-
ation and how language becomes a political tool.

Q: Slavs and Tatars started as a book club, what books did you dis-
cusse and why?

A: It started in 2006, and yes, we started by discussing books, for 
example, Aleksander Herzen’s “My Past and Thoughts”. The choice of 

books was not accidental. We started Slavs and Tatars  books to fill in 
the holes in our the education. Despite the fact that we had the priv-
ilege of studying in great institutions  in New York, Paris, London, we 
realized there were systemic shortages. 

Take Herzen for example. No one  really teaches Herzen. Nobody 
even knows him outside of Russia. Even in Russia, Herzen is not read 
right now because during communism it was obligatory reading. 
But Herzen is arguably the most important memoirist of the last two 
hundred years. In fact, this is a common problem regardless where 
you are: in Jakarta in Moscow, in Tehran or in Berlin -- the canons 
are roughly the same. For some reason, it is widely believed that the 
West is more enlightened, so we need to import the Western sys-
tem of knowledge everywhere else. Maybe it’s a form of academic 
laziness? I find it strange. But there are many other sources of knowl-
edge that do not fit this standard.

Q: For example?

A: For example, take Suhrawardi’s Ishraq, a very sophisticated 
Islamic philosophy of illumination, of light, as important to the his-
tory of philosophy as any of the Greek philosophy. Another item of 
additional knowledge that we did not find at our universities and 
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in our education is an alternative to secularism. In the West we 
have come to believe that religion is for commoners, and that we, 
intellectuals, are somehow above it. Surely, there  are other forms of 
knowledge beyond the rational. 

Incidentally, this is a very sensitive and urgent issue  for contem-
porary France. Even my close French friends can’t imagine that a 
person can be an intellectual and at the same time assume that not 
everything is within the realm of the rational. And furthermore, that 
the two positions do not need to be in opposition or to exclude one 
another. There are different forms of knowledge: mystical, meta-
physical, affective, digestive. When you read a medieval text (be it 
Jewish, Christian or Muslim), you can’t just read it in gloves, in a 
disinterested clinical manner. The text needs to be both analyzed 
and lived. Few French scholars are capable of this, they habitually 
look from afar. But the Germans, historically, were more prone to 
such an approach.

Q: Have you heard of the philosopher Solomon Maimon? Originally 
from Belarus, he studied various philosophical texts and amongst 
them the Torah and was known for criticizing Kant.

A: Of course, I do know him. Exactly, there are more people like that 
beyond the Western Canon. One of our latest “discoveries” is the 
philosopher Johann Georg Hamann, a frenemy of Kant. He was an 
interesting personality. He criticized Kant and the Enlightenment, 
but used a very particular methodology: a strange brew of Lutheran 
theology and highly sexualized language. He argued for example 
that Reason does not exist and is a man-made abstraction. And we 
asked ourselves: why have we never heard of him? Most educat-
ed Germans don’t know about him either. Sometimes such figures 
challenge you: isn’t that the aim of education, to challenge the foun-
dations of one’s thought?

Then, in 2006, almost simultaneously with the 
start of Slavs and Tatars as a collective, we real-
ized that if we move in the same direction, we’ll 
end up in the same dead-end of diminishing 
returns, insular thought, and a certain cosmopoli-
tan parochialism. We will read Deleuze, Foucault, 
Agamben, ad nauseum. In the books we publish 
you will never see these names. Not that we don’t 
read them. But rather, if we mention names, they 
should be those outside the canon. It is always 
important to face what you don’t know. Especially 
today with the silos of social networks, we are less 
and less confronted with ideas or thoughts anti-
thetical to our own. But in fact knowledge arises 
when you encounter the opposite of one’s self. 

Q: And then you started publishing books.

A: We started very modestly. We read and trans-
lated what wasn’t available in English. And some-
times we re-published what had been published 
earlier and since out of print. For example, we 
found a small 1933 Soviet Academia edition of 

Safar-name (Travel Book), written by poet and philosopher Naser 
Khosrow. It contained 10th century miniature maps from the Middle 
East made by Abu al-Istakhri. They had nothing to do with the text of 
Naser Khosrow. And we published these cartographies  and translat-
ed the legends text that accompanied the maps for Baghdad, Baku, 
or the Persian Gulf. 

Q: And at what point did you come to consider yourself as artists?

A: Initially we had no intention of becoming an art collective. Every-
thing we did in the first three years was on paper. If people wanted 
to see our work, they had no choice but to read. The first time we suc-
cessfully worked with 3-dimensional space was our contribution to 
the 10th Sharjah Biennale in 2011. In retrospect, perhaps one of the 
reasons for the success of that project was the following: when the 
public comes to our exhibitions, they don’t have a sense of being 
spoken at, talked down to or a hierarchy of knowledge, despite the 
extensive research and discourse present. Very much akin to a book 
club, we are sharing our research and interests and hope others can 
join in the particular pursuit. Yesterday, after the lecture, two people 
approached me, Sergey Kharevsky and his colleague Hussein Naile-
vich, they are more knowledgeable on the topic of Tatars in Belarus 
than we could ever dream of and we look forward to corresponding 
with them in the future. 

Q: So the audience or listeners become equal participants.

A: Often in art, people concentrate on representing what is close and 
familiar to them. From the very start we decided that we would focus 
on those things we don’t agree with, or don’t understand. Unlike in 
science, in art it is quite rare that someone spends several years on 
what they disagree with. What is prioritized is whatever is “ours.” 
As an example, in 2011 we published and translated excerpts from 
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the Azerbaijani satirical magazine Mollah  Nasreddin,which I men-
tioned at the lecture. During the process there was a very delicate 
moment when we realized we were publishing rather harsh critique 
of Islam, in a satirical publication, during the scandal about the Dan-
ish cartoons of the Prophet Mohammad. 

We were afraid that by publishing at that time we could inadver-
tently add further fuel to the fires of Islamophobia. We had to really 
consider whether it was worth going ahead with the project and 
what the repercussions could be. In fact, the original publishers of 
“Mollah Nasreddin” at the beginning of the 20th century were in 
some sense our opposite. Products of their time, they believed there 
is only one type of modernity: Western modernity and it needs to be 
imported to the Muslim world. 

Q: Can you tell us how your work is organized?

A: We work according to cycles of research and each cycle takes three 
to four years. These cycles never close entirely: we return to them, 
revise, add to them. Generally, the first two years are spent doing 
research or, let’s call it, a two-tiered research. We often begin with 
proper academic research. I work with a researcher who spends time 
at the library collecting material which she compiles and sends to 
us, which we then read. At this point the second part of research 
begins, the field work. We travel to the area or region relevant to 
the academic research to understand the lived component of the 
scholarly work. 

For example, when we did the Language Arts cycle we went to Chi-
na’s Xinjiang region, where the Uighurs live, the only Turkic-speak-
ing people to officially use the Arabic script. We explored how the 
language and writing of Uighurs intersected and interacted with 
Chinese state policy. In the early 1980s the Uyghur alphabet was 
changed yet again, from Latin to Arabic. There is an apocryphal 
theory that this happened because the People’s Republic of China 
foresaw the collapse of the USSR and understood that several new 
nations in Central Asia would exist for the first time as the result of 
that. China was afraid that if Kazakhstan or Kyrgyzstan gained in-
dependence, the Chinese Uighurs would also demand their inde-
pendence. Finally, the most difficult stage  in each cycle is how to 
translate this body of knowledge into art: whether sculptures, instal-
lations, objects, or lectures. 

Q: And you have a PDF version of each of your books available for 
free download on your site.

A: Yes, it’s a political decision. We work with different publishers and 
they are almost always against it. They plead with us “Please don’t 
put the free version on your site! Give us time to sell the book” and 
we simply answer: “Look, until we’re paid for our work for writing, 
designing, etc - we will decide how we make the book available ...” 
We don’t make any money producing these books, have never re-
ceived royalties for sales, why wouldn’t we give them away for free? 

A year after the publication of “Molla Nasreddin,” it was selling for 
600 or 1000 Euros online: this is very painful for us because books 
by nature should be affordable, especially vis-a-vis art.

Q: You, I mean your collective, are a great example of a successful in-
ternational community. Though, unfortunately, I can’t say that your 
case is a common story. Here, I would like to talk about the history 
of binaries: a person conditioned in the West looking to the East 
using schemes of Orientalism, and on the other hand a person of 
the East looking at the West through a system of stereotypes too. 
As the world is changing, information is now more easily available 
to everyone. Do we continue to live within these biases or is it no 
longer the case in your opinion?
 
A: Good question. Yes, I am afraid that we do still live in the midst of 
stereotypes, but as you yourself noticed in the last 5-10 years, some 
significant shifts of paradigms are taking place. But this requires a 
rethinking of our terminologis as well: left and right are increasingly 
inept to describe the scrambled political spectra. 

When we worked on the project “Made in Germany” we noticed a 
certain similarity between Russian and German orientalist studies. 
German Oriental studies were largely separated from politics and 
political decision-making, especially when compared to the French 
and English schools. The Germans studied ancient languages, for 
example Demotic, and tried to understand them through a theolog-
ical context. 

But, how, for example, did the policy of the Russian Empire and the 
USSR differ from other countries? This territory has both colonial 
and anti-colonial history. The Bolsheviks could not have been pure 
colonialists, this was contrary to their anti-imperialist ideology, but 
they still employed expansionist policies. England had to travel very 
far–say to India–to seize territory but Russia simply colonized their 
neighbors. The Turkic-speaking peoples, and peoples of the Cauca-
sus region, they lived nearby. On the other hand, there is the history 
of Golden Horde and their colonial expansion as far as what is now 
broadly called Eastern Europe. Try to imagine India conquering of 
England in, say, the 14th century, and then 300 years later, they 
switch places and England colonized India. It deflates the so-called 
civilizing mission of the colonizer. 

The oriental studies that interest us are ideas and people who used 
the teachings of the east to criticize their own system, without ideal-
izing the East, or orientalizing it, as Edward Said eloquently argued. 
Speaking about the Muslim world, Vasily Bartold argued that in the 
11-12 century, the peoples of Turkestan were more educated than 
the whole of the Christian world. How can we then consider them to 
be retrograde or depraved? 

In Islam there exists an idea of   expatriation or self-exile. We must 
emigrate far, to another country, to another culture, language, in 
order to understand our own culture, our language, and this is very 
important.  At present, the basic postulate of Western psychology 
is self-centered: to look inward, to go towards yourself, but this is 
complete nonsense! You can never understand yourself when you 
are next to yourself. Conversely, Eastern people could look more 
to the West, not to imitate or copy, but to understand themselves 
better. Unfortunately, today there is another danger and risk, an un-
expected legacy of identity politics mixing with Said’s Orientalism 
and postcolonial studies: it is believed that a white person has no le-

gitimacy studying Muslim culture, since they have no right to com-
ment. And that kind of auto-centrism is very dangerous. So instead 
of a nuanced, critical field of studies, we have less and less work 
translating, distributing and expanding hitherto unknown thinkers, 
authors, texts, etc.

Q: We seem to understand this, but when confronted with reality we 
yet again encounter boundaries. It seems that every kind of people 
diligently protect their personal space, or their statehood, fearing 
that it will be broken or taken away, fearing the expansion of anoth-
er knowledge or language. Why does language play such an im-
portant role and why do language games become political games?

A: This is too big of a question, we would have to talk about it for 
several hours if not years. WIn our work we’re particularly focused 
on those things which are overlooked: namely, how alphabets ac-
company the empire. The Latin alphabet - Christianity, and then the 
secularism, the Cyrillic alphabet - Orthodox Christianity, then several 

centuries later communism, and the Arabic script - Islam. It’s like 
a vehicle. Why did we talk about letters yesterday? Nobody thinks 
about transcription, it is not considered something intellectual or as 
worthy as translation, which has university departments, esteemed 
scholars devoted to it. No one pays attention to the transcriptions.

Q: And what is the problem here?

A: Signs are like advertising on the street, never simple or innocent.

Q: Then let me repeat here a quote by Marshall McLuhan from 
yesterday’s lecture: “The Greek myth about the alphabet was that 
Cadmus, reputedly the king who introduced the phonetic letters 
into Greece, sowed the dragon’s teeth, and they sprang up as armed 
men. [ ] Languages are filled with testimony to the grasping, de-
vouring power and precision of teeth. That the power of letters as 
agents of aggressive order and precision should be expressed as 
extensions of the dragon’s teeth is natural and fitting. Teeth are em-
phatically visual in their lineal order. Letters are not only like teeth 
visually, but their power to put teeth into the business of empire 
building is manifest in our Western history.” 

In your project Friendship of Nations you work with the theme of 
the 1979 Islamic revolution in Iran and the Solidarity movement in 
Poland 1989. On February 11 2019 it was 40 years since the end of 
the Islamic Revolution. Was revolution in Iran inevitable?

A: Perhaps it could have been avoided if the Americans had not in-
terfered in Iran in 1953, when they organized the 1953 coup d’etat 
against Prime Minister Mossadegh and re-installed the Shah. The 
Iranian revolution was one of the most important events of the 20th 
century, as was the 1917 revolution. It was the first time someone 
had opposed American imperialism outside of Cold War proxies, 
that is without any help from Soviet Union, and was able to resist 
them. Since then, the United States has been obsessed with Iran. 

Q: So then how do you relate the revolution in Iran to the 1989 
events in Poland?

A: 1917 was the date that defined the 20th century, and the year 
1989 of the Solidarity movement in Poland, was the end of what 
started in 1917. They are two book-ends. 1979 is the opening book-
end of political Islam but we don’t have any idea when the closing 
book-end will be. 

Q: How important is it to look back in order to understand the pres-
ent? The transcription of the past is also changing. The politics of 
memory and historical politics confirm this very well.

A: That’s exactly why it’s so important to acknowledge the unreliabil-
ity of the past: how we feel about the past tells us a lot more about 
modern history than we think. To look into the future is pure specu-
lation, and not of much interest to us. No one can tell me anything 
of real substance about the future. Not even Stephen Hawking had 
much to say about it. But with the past, I get to hear both your own 
or a collective opinion, because it has to do both with the personal 
and with a collective experience.



Applause.

Ilona Dergach
Translated by Anastasia Kolas.
Photography: Ilona Dergach

What can we learn from the situation of a relatively new state, an 
authoritarian republic, when it adds a status update announcing the 
birth of a new Silicon Valley on its territory? Ilona Dergach on silent 
protests, parasite living, “letters of joy” and 8 years in Belarusian 
culture through the eyes of one art worker.

Eight years ago Minsk was unlike any other major city: it had a sin-
gle contemporary art gallery, a couple of hypermarkets, and two 
social hubs: the October Square and the Independence Square. 
However, over the last couple of years my hometown has grown 
in territory, and such new additions to vocabulary as “coffee shop”, 
“barbershop”, “gentrification”, “creative industries”, “ecology”, “femi-
nism”, “heritage”, “IT -country" have come to be ubiquitous. I would 
like to, but can't, applaud these changes. 

It all started in December 2010 when Belarus once again was 
(re)electing the president. The President's victory was sweeping, 
re-elected again he was, and the election day ended with a protest 
march that moved from October Square towards the Independence 
Square (until 1991, called Lenin Square). The protest action was 
concluded by forceful dispersal of demonstrators and mass arrests.

At that time, I was reading books on art history, philosophy, and gal-
lery business. My ultimate fantasy was to work in a gallery, if only as 
an administrator to start, for a daily dose of exposure to the beautiful 
and the new. That spring I managed to take part in the competition 
“Contemporary museum practices 2011”, which gave me a chance 
to try my hand in event management at the only contemporary art 
gallery in the city - Gallery Ў. 

2011 was the first year in the short history of sovereign Belarus to 
be invited to partake in the Venice Biennale.  And immediately with 
a scandal at home. The Belarusian Pavilion project appeared to be 
a nuisance for the Ministry of Culture that seemed to have never 
heard of the Venice Biennale.

That same spring of 2011, the population of Belarus faced a finan-
cial crisis: following rapid devaluation of the local currency they 
were unable to convert savings into a stable currency quick enough 
to alleviate the rapid decrease in wages. As if an echo of the 90s, 
after the collapse of the Soviet Union, people again stocked food, 
household appliances, drove-in cars for sale from abroad. To save 
money people bought everything except art. I personally know an 
artist who did not receive remuneration for a piece purchased prior 
to devaluation and his work went into a museum collection for near 
nothing.

April 11, 2011 is the date of an explosion that killed 15 people in-
side the Minsk metro. The explosion was immediately treated by the 
authorities as a terrorist attack. 

Silent protest actions against the state’s economic policy spread 
around the city that summer. These actions were coordinated on the 
Internet and received the name Social Network Revolution. People 
gathered in the city center, and stayed in groups, silent. The silence 
was periodically broken by applause: slogans and protests are 
banned by the Belarusian authoritarian law. The applause became 
a source of shame for the authorities, represented by the fact that 
shortly after the silent action took place the president issued a new 
decree that banned applause in a public space. The same decree 
gave the authorities new power: giving them permission to shut 
down any group gatherings and events organized via Internet.

At the same time, the first portal on contemporary  Belarusian art  
-- artaktivist.org -- begins its operations online. I was lucky enough 
to conduct various interviews, write articles for related projects and 
coordinate offline events for the portal. 

In the autumn of the same year the case of explosion in the Minsk 
metro is closed and the suspects are sentenced to death. To this day 
questions are raised and unanswered in view of the rushed proceed-
ings of locating and arresting the perpetrators, their execution and 
the assignment of “terrorist attack” classification to the incident. In-
creased police presence and patrolling has been established ever 
since the attacks, with several agents positioned at every metro sta-
tion entrance. The security service is given authority to check any 
large bags, and if necessary, immediately pass them through an 
x-ray scan.

Next year, 2012, is declared the Year of the Book by the Belarusian 
Ministry of Culture. Coincidentally, the alternative culture sector 
reacts to this by organizing the exhibition “Radius Zero” in an aban-
doned space of the Belarusian TV manufacturing factory, Horizon. 
The curatorial group is composed of philosopher Olga Shparagi, 
art historian Oksana Zhgirovskaya and artist Ruslan Vashkevich. 
They conduct and present a survey of a decade in Belarusian con-
temporary art both in and outside of the country, and a year later 
publish an exhibition catalog accompanied by analytical essays on 
the changes that took place within that decade (2000’s).

Following silent street protests of 2011 and as a result of the new 
decree on restriction of public events, the urban space itself be-
comes sensitive to any changes within its highly policed environ-
ment. A performance intervention in October Square concludes 
with the arrest and litigation of the artist and his assistants. It can be 
simply said that Minsk residents have lost their right to their public 
space and the only perceptible activity in their urban environment 
is the endless sweeping of streets. To this day, Minsk is known for 
its cleanliness.

Also in 2012, the first Belarusian Triennial of Contemporary Art is 
held on the heels of the creative workshops at the "Center for Con-
temporary Arts". The content of the triennial sheds light on the 
distinction of what is defined as contemporary by the official gov-

ernment institutions in contrast to private galleries and public. The 
ever widening gap of understanding of the contemporary aesthetics 
between these two societal stratas has produced two interpretations 
of visual and ontological reality that exist in parallel to each other. 
Their differences emphasizes the impossible feat of conducting a 
dialogue between the structures of power and the emerging in-
dependent organizations, groups and individuals partaking in the 
development of artistic expression and education in Belarus. The 
lack of awareness of the contemporary international discourse and 
absence of an official critical position on analysis of such processes 
as colonization, integration, preservation of heritage and so on, has 
an enforced numbing effect on every sphere of cultural practices in 
Belarus.

In 2013, the country's economy begins to stabilize. A young curato-
rial group, made up of an emerging philosopher Vitaly Shchutsky 
and myself, presents an exhibition project “Minsk: [D] construction”, 
in it linking a study of artistic and urban environments.

In 2014, the (still) only contemporary gallery of the city, Gallery Ў, 
presents projects that critique social norms and their influence on 
identity; projects that address the impact of institutions and the ur-
ban environment on the inhabitants; projects that discuss the com-
mercialization of art and the market study of public events, such as 
sports. This isn't accidental: the World Ice Hockey Championship is 
held that year in Minsk, which becomes an excuse for the Belarusian 
government to try, as if a new seasoning, visa-free entry for foreign 
citizens who visit the country for the sporting events. Under the 
same guise, the English language is introduced into the urban land-
scape: the names of streets, subway stations and maps are installed 
with signage and directions in both Belarusian and English.

That year, Belarus celebrates 70th anniversary of liberation from 
Nazi occupation and Minsk serves as platform for international ne-
gotiations and conflict resolution in Ukraine. 

The portal artaktivist.org closes and a new online archive of Belaru-
sian art -- kalektar.org -- launches. State support for such initiatives is 
not even considered as a potential opportunity. Meanwhile the “last 
European dictatorship” and narratives of other regional self-exotici-
ziation continue to be an easy sell for getting funding or attention 
within the European and American cultural market.

In 2015, what I call neo-culture breaks out. For the first time, the 
“Autumn Salon” is held in Minsk, where any artist can compete for 
a cash prize selected by an international panel of judges. An entire 
strip dedicated to creative industries emerges overnight: Okty-
abrskaya Street. An interesting historical coincidence, isn't it? The 
revolution of the XX century, and then the events on the eponymous 
square, and then the art strip. Through cooperative efforts of a sub-
sidiary of Gazprom (ed. the Russian gas extraction magnate) and the 
local authorities, the works of Chaim Soutine, Mark Shagal and Lev 
Bakst are returned to the territory of Belarus. 

The country participates in Venice Biennale for the second time and 
again not without a small scandal. This time the Ministry of Culture 
refuses to fund the independent art project selected by the national 

competition because it is a private initiative. Belarusian universities 
join the Bologna process, which in theory is to be the first step of 
integrating Belarusian education system with the European. How-
ever, to date, Belarus has not fulfilled any of the conditions of the 
process: the transition to a three-stage “bachelor-master-doctor” 
qualification has not been completed, no new framework to adopt 
the system has been created; the diploma translation to English is 
still not issued free of charge; Belarus have not established an inde-
pendent agency to monitor and review the quality of education; the 
financial support for students in private and state universities is not 
equalized; job assignment on graduation has not been canceled; 
no official legitimacy is granted to the private universities. The reg-
ister of student organizations by application, rather than by permis-
sion, has not been created.

Meanwhile, the Belarusian cultural life is gaining a momentum: 
crowdfunding platforms begin to operate in Belarus. The Nobel 
Prize in literature is awarded to the Belarusian writer Svetlana Alex-
ievich. I graduate and present a curatorial project in Lithuania in 
conjunction with the Gallery Ў.

While Europe is negotiates its policy for accepting refugees during 
the mounting crisis, 2016 is declared The Year of Culture in Be-
larus. Stimulation of the development of culture comes through 
amendments in the legal code. The culture worker is now obliged 
to undergo state certification, and obtain a certificate which officially 
confirms that their work/ activity is valuable for the development of 
Belarus. The commission, of course, is headed by government offi-
cials and freelancers like me have to qualify to pass it. I don’t plan 
on passing it. I am busy with my art blog, independent curatorial 
activities, and work that provides livelihood. The activity of a cultural 
worker who does not pass the commission is automatically classified 
as “parasite”.

The parasite is part IRL of Belarus and part Kafka character, two in 
one. Parasites are what Belarus calls its unemployed in an official 
decree: a person who does not participate in the economic devel-
opment of the country. Consequently, according to the logic of the 
absurd Belarusian State apparatus, these people are obliged to 
pay tax to the state for non-participation in the country's economy, 
which covers their access to the universal medical and social services 
(ed. social service here probably means police, statistically two po-
licemen per civilian capita). Of course, the decree does not include 
such organizations as artists or photographers guilds, membership 
for which is, in essence, a hold-over of the Soviet system. Rather, it is 
the very young, the independent, and the precarious who fall under 
the span of the decree coming face to face with the system. In the 
summer of 2016, yet another denomination of the Belarusian cur-
rency takes place: this time pennies are entered into circulation, the 
paper bills are reprinted again. People receive “letters of joy” - the 
so-called tax letter informing them of the parasite tax. 

As the result of many tragedies, (ed. series of suicides followed the 
decree as people found themselves unable to pay, when those who 
were ill, and pregnant women, were taxed) 2017 explodes with pro-
tests. New amendments to the law are introduced and it turns out 
that tax collection has began prior to the law being officially final-
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ized. Most of the charges form that period were refunded, but the 
decree continues to exist. 

In 2017 Eurovision-watching public hears "mova" (ed.Belarusian 
language) for the first time. Also in 2017, Belarus takes part in the 
“Miss Wheelchair World”.  At the end of the year, the president signs 
Decree No. 8 “On the Development of the Digital Economy”, which 
legalizes cryptocurrency exchange, cryptocurrency exchange oper-
ators, crypto-mining, smart contracts, blockchains, tokens, etc. The 
decree creates favorable conditions for economic development for 
the residents of High Technologies Park, the newly emerged Silicon 
Valley equivalent but in Minsk, by providing the companies in the 
Park with tax exemption, including on profits until January 1, 2049.

2018 brakes out in a series of scandals. On the spring Day dedicated 
to Combating Homophobia and Transphobia, the British Embassy 
raises a LGBT flag. The British Ambassador to Belarus Fiona Gibb 
states in her public release: “With this gesture we wish to support 
the rights of the LGBT community and draw public’s attention the 
discrimination faced by the LGBT people everyday.” Three days go 
by and the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Belarus responds to the 
British Embassy with an official statement on their website. The 
announcement denounces the LGBT relationships as “not real” and 
more  go on to specify “We are equally open to all useful, necessary, 
progressive: for all that will improve the life of the Belarusian and 
will contribute to the development of society as a whole. We are 
for the authentic, they will not pass!” This was probably the most 
discussed event in the media and social networks. The Belarusian 
LGBT activists did not let slide the words of the Ministry and staged 
several unauthorized actions, all of which predictably ended up in 
legal proceedings. Notably, however, after punishment of activists, 
the text of this announcement has been removed from the official 
website of the Ministry for the Internal Affairs.

In the fall of 2018, Christian Orthodox activists intervene in the pro-
gramming of the Academic Theater of Opera and Ballet by writing a 
letter to the head of the Presidential Administration, the Prosecutor 
General and members of the Holy Synod of the Belarusian Exarch-
ate, and the Moscow Patriarchate of the Russian Orthodox Church. 
Orthodox activists demand that the opera Salome by Richard Strauss 
be moved to another date, because its screening schedule overlaps 
with the date of an Orthodox holiday. This was the first in the whole 
history of the theater attempt by a religious organization to inter-
vene in their work. Similar scandal breaks out at Listapad Interna-
tional Film Festival. Here it is the state machine itself that interrupts 
the programming of the film festival. For unspecified reason the 
final selection of films is approved by a newly formed commission 
headed by the first deputy minister of culture. The film communi-
ty considers the invasion to be a censorship attempt: many of the 
initially selected films are removed from the screening list, some 
directors are banned from participating. One of the directors, whose 
film is not allowed to partake, shortly thereafter wins a prize at an 
international film festival in the Netherlands. 

Also in the fall of 2018, launched as part of an independent initia-
tive for the online archiving of Belarusian contemporary art, group 
exhibition Zbor opens in Minsk, having established itself by then 

with earlier exhibitions in Poland and Ukraine. Visiting the show, 
anyone at least a little bit familiar with the local scene, could quick-
ly grasp the predictability of the artists list of those included and 
excluded from it, as if the habits of the state’s machinations con-
tinued here too. The realization of this fact officially graduated me 
with a curatorial MA in art: today, any symbolic territory is a market. 
Art sphere that sides with democratic values, even if coupled with a 
dose of anarchism, nevertheless continues to be limited by its devel-
opmental habits. It should be remembered that the state of Belarus 
is only 25 years old, and the vocabulary of a Belarusian now includes 
terminology the experience of which was not lived here prior to it 
being adopted into colloquial use. The industrial complex is copy 
pasted from the economies of the so-called first world, where the 
production is driven by the majority stakeholders, which levels-out 
the complexities, becoming a lobbying ground for locked-in groups 
of interests. It seems that the future of Belarus too, depends on 
an equally insular circle of those able to agree among themselves 
amidst the realities of the existential chaos we are living in here.

My curatorial activities, which in the years of my student life were 
viewed through the lens of the textbook Culture: Management, 
Animation, Marketing, were far from the theoretical work of Mile-
na Dragichevich-Sheshich. The practice of recent years has made it 
clear that being a good curator, manager, PR and financier, all at the 
same time, is not realistic in our or possibly any, reality. The funding 
often dictates the content. The steps of implementing the project 
often force the choice between the nuances of artistic research and 
its marketing. Funds or programs that support the cultural develop-
ment in Belarus and the region, in most cases, are expecting a pre-
determined political angle and a thesis about new or known weak-
nesses of the region, which are to be solved through the successful 
implementation of the proposed projects thus limiting the scope of 
possibilities from the get go.

As my 30th birthday nears, I realize that rather than calculating 
which strategic group I should side with on this territory in order to 
build a professional career, I would prefer to choose another direc-
tion. Together with Yura Shust, a Belarusian artist based in Berlin, 
we are in the process of launching an online platform saliva.live, 
to generate conversation and focus on interviews with international 
and local artists and curators, which will be made available in both 
Russian and in English, supported with our own time and money. 
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 Evidential Piaxtla (detail) 2008, Jorge Satorre
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 The Dead Animals (detail) 2017, Jorge Satorre
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FIN SIMONETTI

Charged Marble
Nacre: LIFEMORTS was the first show of your work that I saw, in a 
basement gallery space. Pink insulation stuffed into partly complet-
ed wall carcass, a locked up freezer with a cut-in catholic feel vitrage, 
rose marble mutt heads on poles. A bodyguard followed you at the 
opening. You wore red. 

Looking through images of your work made me snicker with delight. 
Sopressata! But also made my eyes gorge on confidence, discretion 
and delicacy of the executed sculptures and layout of the space. 
Pledge, is a show where a midas touch is the curse of every familiar 
object turning devastatingly veiny and delicate, immobile, arrest-
ed, stagnant, history repeating in lilac alabaster. I am particularly 
delighted by what looks to be alabaster earplugs. Earplugs is some-
thing I think about a lot and use: living in creaky decrepit buildings 
for over a decade can be at times unbearably intrusive and loud. 
Though, that is living in the world: the world is full, sound and more.

Why did you leave Vancouver and how does being in New York in-
form your work, why did you choose it as your base? 

Fin: Vancouver is a beautiful city, but it didn’t have the intensity I 
needed.  When I was 18, I went to Toronto for school, and then a 
few years after graduating from OCAD, I rented a room in a ware-
house in Baltimore. I didn’t know anyone in Baltimore, but the rent 
was cheap, and I needed to try something new… and I really liked 
a lot of the music that was coming out of Baltimore at the time (DJ 
Dog Dick, Schwarz, Sewn Leather, Nautical Almanac, etc).  While I 
was living in Baltimore I met Sigrid Lauren and Monica Mirabile, 
and we became close friends and occasional collaborators [Sigrid 
and Monica perform together as FlucT].  We worked together on a 
few videos and performances.  Eventually I moved back to Toronto 
because I didn’t have a visa for me to stay longer in Baltimore, and 
during that time Sigrid and Monica ended up moving to New York.  
I was ready for another move, and it made sense to move closer to 
Sigrid and Monica both as friends and collaborators.  That move was 
about 5 years ago.  

Living in New York is obviously very expensive, and that can make 
it a grind.  But I also find it energizing to have access to so much 
stuff…  Even though I can be pretty anti-social (I’m a studio hermit), 
I go to all kinds of lectures, poetry readings, art openings, etc.  It’s 
impossible to quantify how that affects my work, but I certainly feel 
stimulated living here.

Q: Where did you learn the technique of working with marble?

A: I’m self-taught in stone carving. My dad carved marble, and he 
was also self-taught.  I didn’t grow up with him in my life, so I never 
learned from him -- but after he died I was tasked with cleaning up 
his house and estate, and I spent a lot of time with his sculptures.  
Previous to that, I had it in the back of my mind for a long time to 

try stone carving, and after he died that impulse took on an urgency. 
I used the process of learning to carve stone as a sort of catharsis.  

The tools are pretty rudimentary: you have a hammer and a chisel, 
and you hit one with the other. Through trial and error, I just sort of 
pushed through.  

In terms of the actually carving, the process is incredibly hard on 
your body.  It’s taken me some time to build up the stamina to work 
a full day at the studio.  Carving pushes me to my limit physically, 
but also in terms of seeing. I had thought I looked “closely” in my 
other work —like in my drawing — but with stone carving I’ve had 
to look even more carefully.  I feel like the process has sharpened 
my vision.  You have to project into the stone to see what the next 
move is. 

Q: Where does the source material for you sculptural work come 
from? 

A: For some of the pieces in Pledge I didn’t use source material — 
like the candles for example.  For the pit bull heads [like the LIFEM-
ORTS show], I printed a bunch of pictures of pit bulls from different 
angles and taped them all over my studio.  And then whenever I 
would see a pit out on the street, I would stare really hard and try to 
memorize the shapes.  

Q: Why did you choose marble as the material?

A: Marble has a “charge” that I don’t think is easily found in other 
materials.  It’s a combination of its significance historically and also 
it’s basic material properties.  Any stone sculpture is a singular thing 
— like if I break one of my pieces, that’s it. It’s precarious. 

Q:  Every artist has to contend with being embedded in a pattern or 
many, that are hard to break. Marble has a very specific sculptural 
and architectural legacy, one that historically linked to geographic 
proximity of cultures that used it, to the natural resource. Contempo-
rary marble mining has to do with a certain brutality and long-haul 
distribution of the material, and with countertops in condos world-
wide. How do you relate to addressing violence of excavation of the 
materials that you use? 

A: Most of the stones I use come from quarries in Europe -- much of 
the marble and agate come from Italy, and the alabasters I’ve used 
are quarried in Spain. Obviously I agree that humans have a dev-
astating impact on the environment, and the process of quarrying 
and distributing stone on a global scale/under capitalism is part of 
that.  But compared to other areas of my life, carving stone has a 
small footprint.  

Maybe it’s easier to connect stone to environmental brutality be-
cause it’s in a raw form -- versus materials like silicon or hydrocal 
which are abstracted materially from anything we identify as com-
ing from the earth.  

Metaphorically and materially, using stone does explicitly feel more 
violent.  And then there is an added layer of metaphorical “violence” 

because the process of carving uses brute force…. hammering away 
at a piece of rock until it takes the desired shape is pretty dramatic.

Q: Would you then say that you intentionally evoke violence by the 
use of marble as the material?

A: Not necessarily…. Ideas of violence 
consistently run through the “lower oc-
taves” of my work.  By that I mean that 
I am mostly interested in subtle and im-
plicit forms of cruelty and brutality, rath-
er than overt and graphic violence.  The 
harsh physical reality of stone carving is 
just a fact that can be lined up with these 
themes.

Q: You perform or mock forms of mas-
culinity, oppressive or domiating forc-
es, self-inflicted (like sport reference 
in Pledge) or societal. How do these 
themes in your work find their way into 
the gallery spaces?

A: I hope my work doesn’t come across 
as mocking masculinity, but instead 
that I’m looking closely and critically 
at the culture of masculinity: where it 
is corrosive and where there is pain. In 
the Pledge sculptures, there was sort 
of a natural progression materially to 
make work about male pain and male 
absence, which then bloomed into a 
wider meditation on the culture of mas-
culinity… which is partially why I am ret-
icent to acquiesce to a “mocking” tone 
in the work.  It’s more about pain, and 
then empathy and rage.  Although, yes, 
the performance of normative capital-m 
Masculinity can be ridiculous and funny 
-- but those aren’t the driving forces in 
this work.

Q: The distance between our intention as 
artists and reception of the work can’t be 
fully anticipated. Where flaccid shapes 
or the montage of straining athletes 
had less of an ambiguous read to me, 
somewhat subtler is the religious under-
tones of your work -- marble, vitrage and 
candles: what is your relationship to this 
context? 

A: I’m interested in religion as a normative entry point into magical 
thinking.  That’s the main thing.  No where else do we so comfort-
ably process abstract ideas about morality and mortality, or have 
almost supernatural/superstitious beliefs that don’t interrupt the 
basic fabric of reality.  

This and next page: "Plegde"(2019), Company Gallery, Fin Simonetti.
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Татьяна Замировская 

Тяжелее жизни

***

Мария и Иосиф шли в Ц. через горы, в то время/на тот момент так 
делали многие (что еще оставалось, когда тебя не остается), и в 
то время/на тот момент это был единственный правдоподобный 
способ пройти, все остальные способы пройти уже были закрыты/
отменены, или взорваны/разрушены. Проводник сказал, что 
на все уйдет почти трое суток/потребуется три дня. Слышали 
раньше, что проводник опытный, хороший. Брал дешево. Платили 
причинами перехода; в то время/на тот момент так часто делали, 
это была естественная оплата, уже потом стала использоваться и 
неестественная, но разговор сейчас не об этом/но давайте просто 
не будем больше об этом говорить.

Почему нет, мы будем. Мы не боимся об этом говорить, правда? 
У Иосифа в руке – огромный портфель из чугунной жесткой 
кожи, кожи тяжелее жизни, и он впился в эту кожу костями, будто 
бы внутри – сжатая судорогой судьба человечества, а не его 
собственная разжиженная жизнь. Он так и говорит: там внутри 
моя собственная жизнь, что-то даже более важное, чем жизнь. 
Гудят пчелы. Постукивают каменными колокольцами невидимые 
овечки. Почти что альпийский луг. Мария поднимается с травы, 
взбивая ее тонкими пальцами, как примятую перину, щурится и 
кивает растрепанной солнечной головой: мы отдохнули, можем 
идти дальше. Проводник улыбается ей в ответ. Мария поднимает 
спортивную сумку, неплотно набитую какой-то одеждой, 
возможно, документами (угадывается торчащий, локтевой уголок 
ученической папки, неловко расправившейся под холщовой 
тканью), осторожно толкает кончиком кроссовка лежащего 
Иосифа, задумчиво скроллящего что-то в телефоне, не связанном 
ни с одним из оставшихся вокруг планеты спутников.

- Ты уже отдохнул, - говорит Мария. – Я уже отдохнула, а ты тем 
более. Вставай, уже день скоро закончится, мы скоро есть заходим, 
а времени мало.

Еду с собой брать было запрещено – в горах проводила рейды 
санитарная полиция, которая реагировала именно на еду, а не 
на людей: там, где пройдет человек, вряд ли проберется человек 
с пищей, необходимой ему для выживания там, где он может 
пройти/пробраться.

- Человек с пиццей тоже вряд ли проберется, - шутит Иосиф, когда 
спустя несколько изнурительных часов медленного, тягучего, 
скучного подъема они наконец-то укладываются спать: проводник 
умело, будто фокусник, развернул три быстрых невесомых 
палаточных кораблика и принялся крепить их чем-то текучим, 
как скотч, прямо к сыроватой мшистой земле – луга закончились, 

началась основная, мрачная, хвоистая часть гор. Хорошо, что 
три палатки, а не две, недовольно думает Мария. Еще хорошо, 
думает Мария, что проводник сам раскладывает палатки своими 
сильными, хвойными руками, потому что у нее, Марии, совершенно 
нет на это сил – а у проводника сил полно, потому что сила 
Марии – это также была одна из причин ее желания выбраться, 
вырваться оттуда, откуда, казалось, она уже никогда не выберется. 
Каким жалким выглядит Иосиф, думает Мария, с этими шутками 
про еду, неужели нельзя трое суток потерпеть, у проводника же 
есть вода всех вод мира - взял с собой резервуары для накопления 
прозрачного, хрусткого утреннего росяного конденсата. Видимо, 
сила ее любви к Иосифу тоже была одной из причин того, что 
она решилась на этот переход вместе с ним, и теперь эта любовь 
ослабела. Мария старается не смотреть на Иосифа. На нее с 
интересом посматривает проводник, потому что одной из причин 
перехода Иосифа оказалась его извечная, неиссякаемая, отчасти 
убивающая его неприятная страсть к Марии, и теперь вся эта 
неприятная страсть в режиме оплаты перетекла к проводнику. 
Посматривая на Иосифа с нежностью (в любви Марии было много 
тихой, жертвенной нежности), проводник залезает в палатку, 
прекрасно понимая, что как только Иосиф уснет, к нему тотчас же 
вползет тихая теплая Мария, которая не сможет противостоять 
этой смертной, первокаменной, красноземельной страсти. От 
живота Марии пахнет жесткой табачной звериной кожей – 
вероятно, проснувшись от плеска страсти в ушах (горная болезнь, 
качающийся шепот высоты) она разогнулась, как лук, и перелезла 
тихим влажным слизняком через портфель Иосифа, который 
больше чем жизнь, больше чем индивидуальная судьба каждого 
из них, и тем не менее попытался словно закрыть им выход, как 
будто есть хоть какой-то способ спасти то, чем ты оплачиваешь 
спасение того, что ты хочешь спасти на самом деле.

Мария этой ночью переспала с проводником. Иосиф не переспал 
с проводником: возможно, на самом деле он не любил Марию. 
Тем не менее, проснувшись, он стал смотреть на Марию с явной 
неприязнью/возненавидел ее за ночь с проводником. Возможно, 
все же он ее любил, просто эта любовь не была причиной перехода/
он хотел покинуть место, которое оставил, не из-за любви к ней.

Но если не из-за любви, то из-за чего же еще предпринимать 
такие опасные, отчаянные шаги, думает Мария, наблюдая за тем, 
как Иосиф втаскивает на холмистый, поросший морозистыми 
неприветливыми валунами, холм, как бы вначале портфель, 
наглухо, как утонувшая подлодка, наполненный чем-то более 
важным, чем его жизнь, а потом лишь себя – невесомого, 
ненавидящего и являющегося будто довеском к чему-то более 
важному, чем жизнь. Проводник протягивает ей бутылку с колючей 
дикобразьей водой, Мария пьет на ходу, обливая себе подбородок 
и шарф, потом натягивает шарф на подбородок и сосет его сквозь 
свистящий кристалл воздуха. Иосиф вдруг спрашивает, можно ли 
это есть, и проводник, смеясь, отвечает:

- Да-да, это можно, но ловить ты должен сам, я расскажу, как.

Оказывается, речь шла о дикой индюшке, которую Иосиф углядел 
в низком ельнике: еду запрещено брать с собой, но добывать ее 
самостоятельно не возбраняется/превращение живого существа 

в еду не является возникновением еды. Проводник дал Иосифу 
моток жестких ниток, объяснил, как приготовить силки. Сам 
проводник помогать Иосифу не мог, ему было плохо, его с самого 
утра рвало. Судя по всему, одна из главных причин перехода была в 
том, что там, откуда Иосиф шел, ему всегда было плохо/проводнику 
почти всегда было нехорошо, потому что Иосиф ушел оттуда, где 
ему было нехорошо. Пока Мария отдыхала, положив легкую, как 
воздушный шарик, голову на спортивную сумку, Иосиф, выполняя 
все указания проводника, добыл сильную, голенастую индюшку с 
перламутровым, неприветливым и сморщенным лицом/ее клюв 
переливался, как морская раковина, но глаза смотрели с холодным 
отвращением.

Иосиф сворачивает индюшке шею, ощипывает и разделывает ее, 
просто с размаху засунув ладонь внутрь птицы, как в боксерскую 
перчатку. Проводника рвет при одном взгляде на это. Мария 
смотрит на них обоих с изумлением: получается, отвращение 
и стыд также были причинами, по которым Иосиф решился. 
Иосиф готовит индюшку на быстром газовом огне походной 
горелки, Мария впивается зубами в сочащуюся янтарным 
подкожным бульоном ножку, и чувствует что-то вроде эйфории, с 
удовлетворением отмечая, что ни одна из ее сегодняшних эмоций 
не является причинами ее перехода – у проводника никакой 
эйфории, он астматически кашляет, но старается улыбаться.

На вторую ночь Мария снова попробовала прийти в палатку к 
проводнику, чтобы лечь с ним/чтобы он ей овладел, но на этот раз 
проводник ее испугался. Видимо, Иосиф на самом деле боялся 
Марию, и отчасти из-за этого страха перед ней решил уйти/принял 
решение оставить все позади.

- Ну чего ты, - шепчет Мария. – Давай. Ты же тоже хочешь.

- Уйди, - стонет проводник. – У тебя глаза тут вот на руках, видишь? 
Видишь глаза? Моргают, ужас, сил моих нет. Ты когда касаешься 
и водишь там, они перекатываются и видят меня всего, всю кожу 
мою видят, как книгу, не могу я, это больно.

Мария плачет в подушку; откуда-то у проводника нашлась 
подушка.

- Я все равно останусь спать тут, - говорит она. – Хоть на подушке 
посплю. Достало уже, то сумку под голову, то портфель этот поганый.
Мария засыпает вся в слезах, но во сне улыбается.

В шесть утра начали спуск. Горы будто бы стали мягче, 
приветливее – вероятно, та сторона была более благосклонной 
к путешественникам/там, куда они направлялись, природа 
относилась к человеку снисходительней. Иосиф почти не 
разговаривал с Марией, но резво и с автоматической покорностью 
подхватил ее сумку, когда она поскользнулась/начала скользить 
по болотистому прохладному склону. Портфель он так и не 
выпустил из правой руки, помогая Марии одной левой/оставшейся 
свободной рукой.

- Ты молодец, - сказал проводник. – Мужик. Я бы так не смог после 
такого. Я тобой восхищаюсь.

Это было восхищение Марии, поэтому на нее эти слова не произвели 
никакого впечатления/ее не впечатлил этот сомнительный 
комплимент, потому что данное чувство принадлежало ей.
Может ли она отплатить проводнику чем-то еще, думает Мария, 
и ее глаза набухают слезами. Все, что она чувствует после той 
ночи, целиком и полностью принадлежит лишь ей, поэтому Мария 
не до конца понимает, зачем она ввязалась в это опасное и, 
безусловно, замечательное путешествие, подарившее ей столько 
бессмысленных, неразделенных мгновений страсти и боли.

Ближе к ночи они спустились вниз: с горы уже были видны 
мельтешащие, переливающиеся обещанием нового дома желтые 
огоньки Ц. Судя по всему, переход удался: проводник точно знал 
все тропинки/он великолепно знал путь. Когда дошли до первой 
высокогорной улочки города, Иосиф отдал кожаный невозможной 
тяжести портфель проводнику: оказалось, что целью перехода 
было спасение находившейся внутри портфеля рукописи, а не 
спасение жизни Марии и Иосифа. Это была большая удача, потому 
что если бы целью перехода было спасение жизни, проводник бы 
их убил/если бы целью перехода было сохранение их жизней, 
проводнику пришлось бы убить их в конце. Проводник облегченно 
вздохнул – возможно, ему и самому не очень хотелось убивать/
ему часто приходилось убивать в подобных ситуациях, и он был 
счастлив как-то разнообразить свои рабочие будни.

- Ну что, давайте теперь свои паспорта, - говорит проводник, 
облегченно улыбаясь. – Нормально все прошли, сейчас только 
штампы поставлю разрешительные – и в добрый путь, ребята. 

Иосиф и Мария протягивают проводнику паспорта, проводник 
торопливо пролистывает оба и с приятным стальным стрекотом 
штампует каждый.

Иосифа зовут:    [ имя ]   [ фамилия ]

Марию зовут:     [ имя ]    [ фамилия ]

После этого мне нужно было выбрать, кто я, потому что теперь из 
проводника мне необходимо было стать Марией или Иосифом. 
Дело в том, что самой горькой из основных причин перехода (не 
слишком ли много основных причин, запоздало понимаю я) была 
самость и суть кого-то из нас: кто-то из нас двоих так решил, а 
кто-то другой на своих двоих за ним пошел. Но кто из нас я, а кто 
ты? Видимо, один из нас письмо, а второй из нас человек, и тот из 
нас, кто человек, все время бережно и испуганно нес того из нас, 
кто письмо, в этом невозможном кожаном ящике тяжелее жизни, 
чтобы не забыть себя, чтобы ни в коем случае не забыть себя.

So I took your hand and we entered the town. As you can see, some-
times you are literally forced to switch the language to save your 
ambiguous self till the very end of the text, whichever text it is that 
you are. At least that’s exactly what this letter says, and by the way, 
in my other,  before-the-switch language, the word letter sounds like 
least. So I could say: at least this is what the least says, and whatever 
you did for one of the least of these brothers and sisters of mine, you 
did for me, you did it all for me.
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the reaction of the victim. The form and movement of ghosts reflect the 
methods used in the pacing of suspense. The ghosts of Kairo dematerialize 
to shades, leaving traces on the wall that make me think of vine charcoal 
rubbings. They appear as moving silhouettes. They pace in granulated web-
cam feeds, obscured by inky blotches of interference. 

In one extended encounter, a ghost emerges from an alcove like a recon-
stituted shadow. She crosses the room with amoebic fluidity. Tripping, 
she wobbles and regains step without unlocking her gaze from the camera. 
Sliding over the crouched protagonist, she peers at him with a look of va-
cant observation. Her gaze, held over a long take with no embellishment, 
is enough to induce psychosis. 

In this apocalyptic narrative, the internet is a purgatory of webcam feeds 
showing ghosts in “forbidden rooms.” Out of these portals, anonymous 
ghosts appear in real-time footage to subsume the living. There is an 
overall entropy in the film, as city streets empty out and the urban so-
cial structure evaporates. These network ghosts destroy people by, as 
one protagonist says, “quietly trapping them in their loneliness.” Humans 
simply disappear. 

The slow burn of Kairo is answered by the 2006 Weinstein-produced re-
make Pulse (a direct translation of “kairo”). In Pulse, each apparition is a 
blitzkrieg, with terror and shock commingling in short scenes of hyperac-
tive editing. Overstimulation overwhelms the loneliness of the original, 
as muscular ghosts ambush their victims. In one laundry room scene, a bald, 
thin-skinned ghost with a proliferation of legs springs from a washing ma-
chine. He bears down on the protagonist with gaping mouth as he sucks the 
life from his victim. The mortal body detaches from the soul in an animated 
event. 

Takashi Shimizu (who directed both the 2002 Ju-On: The Grudge and 
the 2004 Hollywood remake The Grudge) contrasts the divergent sen-
sibilities of Japanese and Hollywood horror as “surprising” and “scary.” 
Describing this “surprising” fear in a 2015 essay, he writes, “Holly-

wood-style horror is based in the direct sense of physical fear that comes 
from the idea of being attacked, eaten, or killed by various creatures and 
monsters.” He defines the Japanese “scary” as indirect and psychological.1 
(I will return to Shimizu’s bifurcated directing styles later). 

In Gore Verbinski’s The Ring—the most famous J Horror remake and one 
of the highest grossing horror films of all time—there’s only one ghost in 
the story. Sadako, the hair-shrouded ghost of Hideo Nakata’s 1998 orig-
inal Ringu, is reprised here as Samara. In the restaging of the final scene, 
Samara enters real space as a flickering hologram crawling through the 
TV screen on all fours. She stands, advancing with spliced motion, in 
quick cinematic cuts. The cut—both a gap in transmission and a break in the 
logic of physical space and time—is paranormal. It’s a formal strategy for 
unpredictable or unstable movement, producing momentary invisibility. As 
Friedrich Kittler writes in Literature, Media, Information Systems, “the 
filming itself films.2 ”

Until the last scenes of Ringu and The Ring, we don’t see the apparition of 
Sadako/Samara clearly. They appear in full only in past-life biographical 
flashbacks. What we do see is their effect on their victims. Samara’s vic-
tims are mutilated: they have dislocated jaws and hyper-pigmented spider 
veins (the casualties in Pulse have a similar veiny appearance). The mark of 
Sadako’s killings is a negative flash-photograph of the victim in wild-eyed 
terror—a ghost image. Her victims’ expressions are frozen, but there is no 
trace of her touch, they’re just dead. Kittler again: “Cinematic Doubles 
demonstrate what happens to people who get caught in the way of mechan-
ical media’s firing line. Their mechanized likeness roams the data banks 
that store bodies.3 ”

 3. Dithered apparitions and glitching media 

Ringu screenwriter Hiroshi Takahashi writes: “the limit of the photo-
graphic image; it cannot clearly tell a human being from a ghost.4 ” The in-
verted death-images of Ringu bring to mind the doctored, double-exposed 
negatives of 19th-century occult photography. In both Nakata’s original 
and Verbinski’s remake, the iconic visual sequences recorded on cursed 
videotapes suggest the specter of new technology in the haunted media of 
early spirit photography and film. There is a past future in this briny foot-
age. Each new technology presents a new form of haunting; the arrival of 
networked media refreshes the fear. 
 
The aesthetic of real-time footage—webcam, security, and surveillance 
media—signals an immediate transmission.  When the monitoring “medium” is 
haunted, the security vision turns back on the voyeur.  The teal green-gray 
color palette and grainy resolution of lo-fi surveillance media creates a 
hazy, gothic chiaroscuro. It’s a natural setting for the occult activity 
of the low light Japanese Yurei (faint / dim spirit). In Takashi Shimizu’s 
Ju-On: The Grudge, glitchy security footage reveals a dithered ghost to 
the watcher and the watcher to the ghost in a remote confrontation. This 
scene is redone in the Grudge shot-for-shot. The metanarrative of Ringu  
is hyperbolized by stylistic choices made in The Ring. In an exaggeration of 
the original, the entirety of The Ring is color-graded in affective teal-
gray hues, a visual shorthand for closed-circuit surveillance monitoring 
that also operates as a prefab horror ambiance. (Between the release of 
the original and the remake, the teal-gray filter also became synonymous 
with digital space, via the Matrix). The Ring is, without nuance, a frame 
within a frame as the audience participates in the myth-making. There is a 
different kind of escalation here, arrived at through the use of effects. 
Muted white noise and whirrs are amplified to Exorcist-like head-spinning 
creaks and wet, slopping sounds of revulsion. Tune in close: the almost 
imperceptible ambient techno of the original is replaced here by Hans Zim-
mer’s gothic score. By now, this sounds all too familiar: the exaggerated 
escapism of the Hollywood treatment.  

 4. Remakes and recursion

Horror film remakes are common, and the structure of the genre form 
lends itself to retelling. But when a series of foreign language horror 
films are remade within the same decade it deserves a second take. There 
is clearly a parasitic relationship between “J Horror” and Hollywood, 
and, in some cases, active suppression of the original in anticipation of the 
remake (Harvey Weinstein bought the rights to Kairo and then thwart-
ed the distribution of the original to promote a Wes Craven scripted re-
make). All of that said, the process of re-making isn’t as simple as one film 
in lieu of the other.
 
The Hollywood blockbuster circuit requires cultural adaptation, and 
this is most explicit in Takashi Shimizu’s English-language version of his 
own Japanese film. Produced by Sam Raimi, The Grudge is a near shot-for-
shot remake reset in Tokyo. However, the narrative now revolves around 
a cast of dislocated American protagonists. With Hollywood star Sarah 
Michelle Gellar as the film’s lead--forever Buffy--Shimizu has a ready-
made supernatural slayer in his casting choice. There is a self-conscious 
foreignness to the preserved aesthetics of the Japanese setting, and Shi-
mizu plays up the alienation of this visual translation. Lest I’ve made it 
seem like serialization is strictly a Hollywood impulse, take the example 
of the Ju-On series: Ju-On: The Grudge is itself a third installment, and 
the series now includes another Japanese sequel, two more English lan-
guage films, and a reboot titled Grudge scheduled for release in 2020. 
The symbiotic hybrid of the Japanese-American franchise continues to 
grow and self-perpetuate.
 
The main significance of the J Horror genre is the self-reflexive relation-
ship between the narrative, the medium and the methods of distribution. 
The Ringu story came out of 90s Japanese direct-to-video horror culture, 
and the film was first released internationally on VHS. The final reveal 
of the plot—that the curse of watching the videotape is only broken by 
copying and disseminating it—is even more overt in The Ring, where the vid-
eo is shown as a coda to pass the burden on to the audience. The loop of 
the curse plot reaches its apogee in Takashi Miike’s 2003 Chakushin Ari/ 
One Missed Call (remade by Eric Valette in 2008), a film so overwhelmed 
with J Horror tropes that it reaches self-parody.  A death-messaging cell 
phone curse spreading among a circle of friends escalates to the reali-
ty-TV exploitation of the victims deaths.

Takashi Miike’s 1999 Ôdishon (Audition) is a key reference in the J Horror 
genre, and the antidote to the J Horror remake. It takes slow-burn hor-
ror to the extreme. Though it was a precursor to the mid-2000s “torture 
porn” aesthetic of James Wan’s Saw, Eli Roth’s Hostel and others, it has 
no direct sequels or remakes because the very genre schism central to its 
plot resists serialization. Beginning with sluggish restraint, this beauti-
fully shot but sedate storyline introduces viewers to a lonely widower 
looking for romance.  Midway through the film the tone shifts, not chang-
ing the beat of its slow pace, to a sadomasochistic revenge plot culminat-
ing in a scene of real-time methodical torture. The excruciating slowness 
of the finale is what makes it the inverse of the Hollywood J Horror re-
make. As the widower’s love interest slowly twists an acupuncture needle 
in his eye, she recites: kiri-kiri-kiri (translated as deeper, deeper, deeper).

_

1 Shimizu, Takashi. “Fear Inducing Japanese Horror, Explained by the Director of ‘The Grudge’” 
https://medium.com/ignition-int/defining-fear-e42a4f78fc73
2 Kittler, Friedrich A. Literature, Media, Information Systems. ed. by John Johnston. First pub-
lished in 1997 by G+B Arts International. This Edition Routledge: 2012. Page 96.
3 Kittler, ibid.
4 Quoted in Horror to the Extreme: Changing Boundaries in Asian Cinema
eds. Jinhee Choi and Mitsuyo Wada-Marciano. Hong Kong University Press: 2009. Pg. 114.

Atmospheric Dread

 1. Kiri-Kiri-Kiri

In the late 90s and early 2000s, a string of Japanese horror releases were 
given the international designation of “J Horror”.  The moniker, coined 
by the British film distributor Tartan in the late 90s, links the genre’s 
birth to the start of the films’ international distribution and the spate 
of Hollywood remakes that soon followed. Borne out of a Japanese folk-
loric tradition, these films have a transnational mainstream appeal: their 
iconic visual sequences emerge just in time to address Y2K technophobia 
and presage the increasing isolation of remote connectivity. 

Here, I bracket the set of J Horror films [dirs. Kiyoshi Kurosawa, Takashi 
Shimizu, Takashi Miike, and Hideo Nakata] that were remade by Holly-
wood studios as a way to think about pacing in horror stories centered 
around viral media, and the opposing formal strategies of slowing down 
and speeding up. Watching the original films some years after the remakes, 
I was struck by long narrative ellipses that, to me, had the effect of gen-
erating moments of near boredom in the middle of things. 

In Hideo Nakata’s 1998 Ringu, a cursed woman racing against time sits 
down for what looks to be a banal dinner. A ten-minute structuralist se-
quence follows the loop of a single bucket pulley system as the protago-
nists lower the water line of a well. While the Japanese originals unfurl 
persistent, atmospheric dread, the Hollywood remakes are characterized 
by jump scares thrilling viewers in what become easily familiarized cycles 
of tension and release. You could call it the difference between motion 
and action.

 2. Morphology of Ghosts 

In Kiyoshi Kurosawa’s Kairo (2001), the latent power of the ghost is in its 
stillness, in its comportment of the body, and the measure of its force is in
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 Barett White

  from Untitled Nature Documentary 
    

The lightweight, rugged X-Scorpion is easy to deploy, and features best-in-class mobility and manipulation capabilities. Morphing CADPAT, Multi-
cam, Flecktarn, Kryptek. Blindingly quick, they monitor every part of the forest. They can essentially walk upside down, anywhere. The pincers are an 
effective weapon for this stealthy nocturnal hunter. When they attack, they inject a toxic cocktail with two super-sharp fangs. Deoxyribonucleotide 
Deathstalker chlorotoxin. The venom first paralyzes, then triggers cell death. Actually, once those digestive juices go to work, it’s more like a green 
smoothie: kale, cosmic matcha, sex dust, avocado oil, almond butter, chia seed, libidinal boost, lifeforce energy coursing through their armored, 
fuel-efficient carapace. They are incredibly adaptable, skilled predators, with heat-seeking night vision and UV nanotechnologies.

      

Dwarf tarantula sex causes hallucinatory effects on visitors to the forest. Those exposed describe a permanent 
night where the entire terrain writhes. Sinking deep into the blemish-cleansing mud where the tarantula orgy 
takes place, one can taste the asphyxiant mist emanating from their jeweled carcasses. Limbic tarantulas mimic 
the all-seeing eye through hypnotic fragmentation. Spinning sirens chatter then warp to a nasty drilling noise. 
Inner mechanisms unclench and allow the cyanotoxins to enter the brainstem, becoming a ripe source of protein 
gel for egg-laying. Bundles of neural cells in the cephalothorax formulate the data plans for all shared tarantula 
sex intelligence. These networks form thick skeins of semi-intelligent biogrime from which the first insectoid 
cranial nodes emerge. This is the beauty of their primordial reproduction. Some spiderlings eat their mothers 
alive before bursting forth from their mud domes to prey on centipedes, banana slugs, flatworms, and other 
creatures of the forest floor. Nature here is an unforgiving machine, and no creature is exceptional: all fit into 
their place along the food chain. 

Further, along the coastline, a patch of seagrass is seen beneath the marbling of light dissipating on the water’s surface. The tide’s constant 
quotation dissolves the surface into pockets of warbling heat spheres. A sudden midday storm cell alters the trance with diagonal black 
drizzle, folding in the rainbow sheen of contaminant across the waves. Humidity causes steam to rise immediately upon impact. From above, 
through that vapor, one can see the kelp retract and descend into the depths. An acid-spitting Reaper Eel takes refuge in a partially sub-
merged freight tire. At what time to initiate the feeding frenzy: the detritivore’s dilemma.It’s midnight in the forest. The neon mygalomorph spider feasts on 

a patch of abandoned nematode eggs. Its own sac pulsates on its 
back, filled with infrared drill nymphs that scatter at the first sign of 
danger. They burrow into damp compost, collecting bacteria from 
rotting leaves and other particulates. With a supersonic shriek, the 
X-Scorpion demagnetizes the spider’s sensory motors. Its prey dis-
oriented, the scorpion moves in for the attack. In battle, there’s a 
predetermined juncture where mygalomorphs are able to lose their 
legs, and there is a sphincter that closes off where the spider doesn’t 
bleed to death. It dismantles into over thirty unique synthesized spi-
der parts designed after ancestral segmentation. Once tasting the 
spider flesh, however, the X-Scorpion is keen for more. The spider 
will attack with speed, and hypodermic fangs, but it is no match for 
its foe’s stinger. A wrecking ball against the prey, landing in a sting, 
overcoming commando; a clean shot to the back of the head. A slow, 
burning acid courses through the body. A once proud badge of hon-
or is trash on the forest floor. The open architecture scorpion can rap-
idly deconfigure for different missions and supports all compliant 
ratios. High definition day-and-night situational awareness. It can 
be repaired with 3D-printed composite parts. Chewing spider husk, 
a banner unfurls: Mission Accomplished. 
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RUTH HÖFLICH

THE PROBLEM OF OUTCOMES

We go back to the same playground. I go there and I ask my child to 
picture an apple, an apple which doesn’t come to mind. I go there 
and I watch her and I perform affirmations: That the curve represents 
an arm that you cannot enter into. Not fully, because it’s no longer 
play. That the plumage of owls is considered cryptic. And that this is 
part of a language we perform. How blue and red are not the same. 
How you can lack taste or have too much of it and how this is kind of 
the same. That you can prefer it to be colder, but not cold. That you 
can have anything but can’t have it all. And still be generous. That it’s 
not meaningless to re ect on this and we’re still being generous. The 
rule is that you just don’t record water and you don’t record birds. As 
a rule, as part of a language we perform. That some things just don’t 
stand out as something you ought to pay attention to. That you can 
press pause, and that you can press play. That you can call, and that 
you can be called. That there is fate and then there is calling, and 
that I called you. And what material you have been listening to? That 
some frequencies only involve a limited set of notes. And that we’re 
still sounding out words, modifying their density. That we’re still 
pressing sheets of paper together, still letting ink bleed. And what 
is the shape you have chosen? And how you can have any shape but 
you can’t have them all, but that you are in nitely more. That you 
have a spare eye in case one is damaged. That this not the whole 
story but that this is how you get the picture. And that the rubber 
blanket that conforms to the texture of the surface can get you a 
large volume of high quality prints. And how that makes you take a 
breath. A full cycle. And how that is still looping, still calling to mind. 
And that we’re still being called. And you know how physicists treat 
past and future equally, and how equally we cannot take photos of 

the past or the future. And that it’s legitimate to ask, what level of 
description, which substructure we are talking about. Because at the 
deepest level, some people are going to prefer an explanation which 
stays very close. And others will be willing to give that up, to get to 
something more elegant. And sometimes that seems logical to you 
and sometimes it doesn’t, why things are happening in certain ways 
or not happening in certain ways. And you can see how this could 
be something lean, something elegant. How the cryptic plumage 
of owls is elegant. And it feeds through you, speaks to you even as 
you’re not the one feeding it, as you’re not the one examining the 
feathers. And we’re still being generous. The ngers and digits. The 
hands touching. Minds feeling. Patterns holding. And how would 
you interpret that? As opposed to supernaturalism, as opposed to 
your own dispositions? So when we enter an animal-named pose, 
we don’t just exercise, we imprint a perspective that is lean, that is 
elegant. And how this is no longer play, and how it’s a legitimate 
question to ask. And as we’re poking at nature, she talks about han-
dling the soil, providing a path for the fingers and toes to connect. 
That it’s a good idea to be ‘earthing’ is what she called it. To touch the 
ground, so it gets used to carrying your weight, so you get used to 
amplifying or switching currents. And her attempt at being transpar-
ent, at being lean was slightly annoying, almost insulting. And how 
being straightforward can be a technique, a calculated, a calculating 
device. To list stuff but to not spend any time lingering with the lan-
guage. To let it start up again. Like tables and chairs are real, but 
not everyone agrees and how this is not even play, and how we’re 
not even joking. And her point was to watch the paper pick up ink 
for a while. And you could call it a study, because at some point you 
connect the dots, you see yourself gliding through the press and the 
rubber matt, and you see yourself reaching a destination. And you 
start calling it, peeling it. You start feeding it to yourself. And as you 
catch, the copies come out the other end. You’re holding on tight to 
the top sheet, applying full pressure. With your fingers, with your 
whole weight. Because this too can be a form of releasing, of not 
letting it speak, of not letting it speak on your behalf.
     
You know how practice works. You do it long enough and often 
enough and it will be second nature. Not nature, just the nature 
of things. And to enjoy the view and not obsess over the weather. 
Not to poke at it, not to stir things up, is what she was saying. That 
weather is going to show up, whether you like it or not. That it’s 
already sitting here, it’s already here on the page. And you know, 
you could pour some ink over it, watch what happens, but it won’t 
be something you have to force, it’s not something you have to call 
to mind, is what she was saying. And there are days, when the sun 
can impact you hard, when the hot air vibrates but nothing actually 
moves, because the effort is just too much. So you just sort of go 
along with whatever hits you, with whatever shape is thrown at you. 
Like you could start seeing people that you know from other plac-
es. You start seeing their duplicates, their equivalent personalities. 
Their mannerisms transferred. A version of them, which is not them 
but a different possibility. One that is equally probable. Like an im-
age constructed out of small dots is only ever more or less than the 
original. And so then this remainder can implant itself somewhere 
else, can take on another existence, another angle. And then you 
might read this as a form of distant communication, that something 
here is directed at you, is feeding back to you because it is carrying 

a similar set of instructions. And how you are not going to be totally 
prepared. How you didn’t exactly call for this. And how it’s a legiti-
mate question to ask--what gradient, what saturation we are talking 
about? And what will these variables make the earth look like when 
you shudder and take your next breath, when it starts up again.
       
  
We will want to know whether it’s going to be hot or whether it’s 
going to be cold, whether visibility will be good or whether visibility 
will be bad. To have some guidance in low-light situations, because 
you know how they say that usually whatever is guiding you, if it’s 
fear-driven, it’s not intuition. And how that could dislodge and de-
ceive you later. How we are programmed and how we are not. Be-
cause certain surface properties, certain pigments in particular are 
prone to fading, absorbing too much light, too much of the atmo-
sphere. And then in these cases what remains of the proper CMYK 
model is usually a cyan-hue shift, sometimes it’s red but mostly it’s 
the blue that is most resistant, less destined to bleach. And how this 
bleeding makes it less of a stretch to read these images as phan-
toms, as ghosts of their former selves. As something irreversibly 
morphed. And it’s not just the light that causes the break- down it’s 
also the way the dyes react to ozone, to the chemical composition of 
the air. But then you might go back to this idea of practice, to com-
mit to a sequence of events. And here, in the case of these images, 
to watch their continuous exposure. To feel this incessant contact 
and be destabilized. How it’s persistent, but never the same. And 
then this reminds you that it’s a good idea. It’s a good idea to see 
certain colors stand out. To see them ablaze. And to study their den-
sity, their areas of expansion. To watch their loss of concentration. 
And it reminds you that it’s a good idea to be vigilant. That it’s a good 
idea, to check the supply levels, to lower the pressure. So that the ink 
that was exposed at some point, was assembled into dots at some 
point can return to somewhere, has to remember something else. 
And you can’t help but feel this shared sensitivity, this urge to recov-
er, whether you’re resistant to it or not, whether you’re taking care of 
the images or not, whether you’ve spent time aligning the halftones 
or not, whether you’ve been strengthening your skin or not. 

You know it requires time, so you trust the alignment, the exact po-
sitioning of halftones to be correct. In truth, you cannot be bothered 
to check the exact angle, the measurements, to consider the options. 
And so your skin softens, the top of your head softens. You can’t ro-
tate your neck and your head but you can go there nevertheless. 
Spatially you can, texturally you can. You know how to push the ink 
through the open areas. You know you can permit rotation without 
cutting off the circulation of blood. And you soften behind your eyes, 
you let them sink into the skull and let that soften. And how you can 
always soften some more, how there is always somewhere to soften. 
And as you go in, you lower the temperature, you and the balance 
between being fast and being right. And you don’t even need to be 
looking at anything, or hear anything or touch anything. And you 
let your eyes roll back, glide back through the tissue, obtain some 
more ink. And when a person shows up, you will see them, but their 
features might not be very precise. And so you add the bleed, you 
let it spill over the sides, so that the image when cut, will have a 
sharp edge. 



Heather Anne Halpert
   

        What 
   would you do 

               to  combat the problem 
of baby waste     ?           

                    

(This question is obviously for me)

Is it possible the problem of baby waste is inextricable from 
the problem of female babies as waste of resources?
 
At present, personhood may be conferred only by the Holy 
Church of the Endlessly Erect Economy. The criterion for 
inclusion in the EEE is puro Veblen, one must engage in 
works of exploit—power, force, or fraud—reaping where 
one has not sown. Those who labour outside the EEE, do-
ing things like caregiving or being a baby or a hill or some-
thing are not working. The EEE deems those who do not 
work a waste of resources. On that count, they are denied 
personhood, with all it’s advantages of existing and speak-
ing in a voice.
 
Caregivers, the vast majority of whom start out as female 
babies, are allowed a special temporary personhood 
during those hours in which they appear at EEE liturgies 
to work properly with salaries and work emails and direct 
deposit. Unfortunately the labour required of the care-
givers outside of the respectable work of the liturgy—to 
make it there, and then the hours spent otherwise in the 
service of wasting resources on whatever-it-is-they-do, is 
not quantifiable, and therefore does not exist, according 
to the HC of the EEE.  Highly absorbent disposable dia-
pers make the denial of all those hours just barely possible 
for The Holy Church to maintain. The mountains of diapers 
not decomposing around the world are just one tiny (huge, 
eternal) monument amongst many to the conventions of 
personhood within The Holy Church of the EEE, and to the 
Endless Economic Erection itself.
 
One possible solution to the future problem of baby waste 
is to, in defiance of the EEE, impose a new definition of 
personhood—apart from work or labour or even speech. 
What if, from now on, a person could be someone who de-
rives an idiosyncratic identity from their place within a net-
work of other people (some human)? That should solidify 
caregivers, among others, as people and obviate the need 
for additional absorbent machinations of denial.
 
As far as the existing waste goes—I don’t know. It must 
be possible for us (the living, dead, dirty, wet, diffuse) to 
achieve some sort of consolatory rot.
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